
HEAVEN SENT 1181 

Chapter 1181: Advertising In The Face Of Danger 

Therefore, Baby’s true appearance quickly appeared on the computer. 

Then, everyone froze on the spot. 

Lu Tianci was also stunned on the spot. 

Because the real face of Baby under the filter was— 

Su Bei? 

Su Bei?? 

Su Bei??? 

As Su Bei had picked up Da Bao just now, she was sitting in the chair that Da Bao had just sat in. 

Da Bao was carried away by Lu Heting, so only Su Bei was sitting on that chair. The entire camera was 

aimed at her. 

She planned to pack up the computer, turn it off, and go sleep with the sleepy Da Bao. 

Unexpectedly, at that moment, she appeared on the computer screen. 

She was stunned. Why did she appear on camera when she did not operate anything? 

Lu Heting and Lu Weijian also noticed this. 

...... 

The screen was already flooded with comments again. Everyone was asking about the situation. 

Streams of comments flew across the screen. 

[Su Bei? F*ck, why is it Su Bei? Oh my God, I’m going crazy.] 

[Baby is actually Su Bei. She’s my goddess. What kind of treasure is she? I love her!] 

[Mommy, it’s Su Bei, it’s Su Bei.] 

There was no other explanation for Su Bei’s stunned expression. The only explanation was that she did 

not expect to show her face, so she was very surprised. 

[Su Bei, is that you? Please answer. Please say a few words to us!] Even the commentator couldn’t help 

but ask, “Our audience friends are very interested about your situation now. Can you say a few words to 

us? 

It was impossible for Su Bei to explain to others that the person playing the game was Da Bao. Da Bao 

was still young and needed privacy. 

Lu Weijian mouthed for her to agree to everything. 



Su Bei made up her mind. This was the only way now. She couldn’t possibly explain to everyone that her 

son, who was barely six years old, was the real player, right? 

“Thank you for your interest. I hope you can support Watermelon Live and Watermelon Video. Do 

download more games under the Invincible Swordsman.” Su Bei didn’t directly admit that she was Baby. 

She only used the platform to greet all the audience. 

Then, she quickly logged off and shut down the computer. 

Lu Weijian gave her a thumbs up. “Sister-in-law, you’re really my sister-in-law. You didn’t forget to 

advertise for me in the face of danger.” 

Su Bei spread her hands. “What do we do now?” 

“It doesn’t matter. In any case, we’re only here to fight Lu Tianci. We won’t let Baby appear in public and 

play games. Why don’t we let this matter become a beautiful misunderstanding?” 

If it were anyone else, Su Bei would definitely not agree. 

However, this matter concerned Da Bao. It could not be helped if others mistook her for Da Bao now 

that things had come to this. 

She had to bear this undeserved reputation herself. 

Lu Heting didn’t think there was anything wrong with this. Anyway, Su Bei was the best in his heart. It 

made no difference whether it was Da Bao who was good at gaming or her. 

… 

Everyone was very calm. 

However, the internet was very unsettled. 

Most of the audience in this competition were men. Su Bei had many male fans, so her appeal among 

them was especially strong. 

This time, it was even revealed that she was Baby. Those who had finished watching the competition 

posted comments in the live broadcast room. 

Chapter 1182: Unweaned Baby 

[That’s really Su Bei! Why? Why does a female artiste play games better than me?!] 

[Because that’s my goddess! My goddess is indeed omniscient and omnipotent.] 

[Su Bei, Baby, wait for me. I must earn lots of money to marry you.] 

[Why do you want to marry her? To let her play games and torture you with her skills?] 

[My worldview has been refreshed. I can’t believe my eyes. It was such a competitive match, and the 

player was Su Bei!] 

[Actually, I’m not surprised. Didn’t Su Bei endorse one of Lu Weijian’s games previously? Do you 

remember?] 



[F*ck, now that you mention it, I remember now. Back then, she did game advertisements!] 

[By the way, Su Bei works for Lu Weijian, who produced Watermelon Video and Watermelon Live. I’m 

going to download the apps.] 

[Wait for me. I have to download them too.] 

[Count me in. I’ll firmly support Watermelon Video in the future!] 

... 

In a short while, the number of people deleting Coconut Video reached a new high, and the number of 

people in the live broadcast room kept withdrawing as well. 

Although it was normal for the number of people in the live broadcast room to gradually decrease after 

the live broadcast ended, there were more and more people in the live broadcast rooms on Watermelon 

Video, which made the situation on Coconut Video very abnormal.<segmen 

Many people were still looking forward to seeing if Su Bei would appear again, so they chatted while 

waiting. 

However, instead of waiting for Su Bei to come online again, he waited for her to come online again. 

After ending the game, Huo Zhong was drinking a bottle of iced Coke. 

His best friend beside him shoved him hard. “Look at that. It’s a pretty lady!” 

“What’s so good about beauties?” Huo Zhong stood up indifferently. 

His best friend quickly took a screenshot. “Baby is really a beauty. I thought it was a baby who hadn’t 

been weaned.” 

Huo Zhong was still not interested. 

Then, his best friend insisted on handing the photo of the beauty to Huo Zhong. Huo Zhong had no 

choice but to take a look. 

“Sister Su Bei!!!” 

Huo Zhong never expected that the player who almost defeated him was Su Bei, who had acted with 

him before! 

Huo Zhong’s main career was as a gamer, but he also acted mainly because his mother used to be an 

actress. After she went to the United States, she fell off the radar and never acted again. He quite liked it 

and wanted to complete his mother’s wishes for her. Therefore, he took the opportunity to get a side 

job. 

His best friend laughed and said, “Right? She’s a beauty!” 

Huo Zhong rushed over and went online again. Unfortunately, the comments were all spamming Su Bei, 

but Baby had already gone offline. 

“Damn, why didn’t you say so early!” 



“Didn’t I tell you to come and see the pretty girl earlier?” His best friend sounded almost aggrieved. 

“Why didn’t you say that was Su Bei… Forget it.” Huo Zhong could only put away his regret. His best 

friend was a blonde American. It would be strange if he knew Su Bei. 

There were a lot of people in the comments. Some were praising Su Bei’s beauty, while some wanted to 

play games with her. 

However, there were also many commenters questioning Su Bei. [I don’t think she’s the one. It’s most 

likely that Lu Weijian hired an expert to play the match, then he asked Su Bei to show her face and 

advertise the various industries under Lu Weijian.] 

[Agreed. If Su Bei really has the ability, why would she need to hide it?] 

Chapter 1183: No One Is Allowed To Question Her 

[I don’t think Su Bei has that ability.] 

Huo Zhong had filmed with Su Bei before. He admired Su Bei’s previous skills. He had always liked the 

kung fu of S Country. Unfortunately, in real life, his skills were far inferior to Su Bei’s. 

After witnessing Su Bei’s skills, Huo Zhong firmly believed that she could crush him in the game. 

After he went online, he immediately sent a world message and said, “Sister Su Bei is very powerful. No 

one is allowed to question her!!!” 

He sent a voice message, so everyone knew he was a man. When they saw him appear, the audience, 

which had yet to disperse, was in an uproar. 

[Holy sh*t, the Almighty is back online!] 

[We didn’t wait in vain!!! Quick-Hands Trash, I love you. Do you mind having a gentle, affectionate, 

obedient man clean your keyboard and maintain your computer?] 

[God, I’ve already fallen for you.] 

[I love you and will never leave you in this life.] 

[No, listen to what Quick-Hands Trash said just now. He publicly admitted that Su Bei is very powerful. 

He even called her Sister Su Bei!] 

Huo Zhong sat in front of the computer and typed quickly. [No one is allowed to say anything about my 

Sister Su Bei!] 

[We won’t say a word Quick-Hands Trash. We’ll do whatever you say.] 

[Roger that, aye!] 

...... 

[Ahhh, what kind of touching revolutionary friendship is this? Two big gods helping each other?] 

Huo Zhong continued typing. [Sister Su Bei, are you still online? Sister Su Bei, do you want to play games 

together? Sister Su Bei, are you busy?] 



Unfortunately, the only response he received was a crazy barrage of comments and all kinds of screams. 

Baby’s profile picture was dim as she had already gone offline. 

“Quick-Hands Trash, when’s your next live broadcast?] 

[Can I play games with you, Quick-Hands Trash?] 

[Quick-Hands Trash, please answer me, please seduce me, please touch me, please everything!] 

Huo Zhong thought for a while and looked back at what Su Bei had said before she went offline. She 

asked everyone to support Watermelon Video and Watermelon Live, so he commented: [I’ll do live-

streams in the future. Do watch my gaming live-streams. Please live-stream on Watermelon Video and 

Watermelon Live.] 

[Ahhhhh, luckily I downloaded Watermelon Video early in the morning!] 

[Mighty Watermelon Video!] 

[Goodbye, Coconut Video. I’m off to see Baby and my god.] 

[Okay, okay, got it. These two big gods are doing advertising work. I’ll accept it this time.] 

[That’s not right. Lu Tianci was the one who invited Quick-Hands Trash to create momentum for Coconut 

Video. What’s going on?] 

Huo Zhong also saw the last comment. Yes, Watermelon Video was under Lu Weijian. 

Why was he standing up for Lu Weijian? 

Was he crazy just now? What good would it do for Lu Weijian to develop so well? 

However, the person who abandoned him was Huo Ye, Lu Weijian’s father. The person who forced Huo 

Ye to not care about him and his mother was Old Master Lu. It had nothing to do with Lu Weijian. 

All in all, there was nothing wrong with helping Lu Weijian! 

Therefore, Huo Zhong quickly stopped regretting anything. In any case, he just wanted to do a live-

stream with Sister Su Bei. 

… 

“Mr. Lu, more than half of our users have deleted our apps.” 

“The number of viewers on the streaming platform has dropped by almost two-thirds.” 

“The subsequent downloads are stagnant. There are almost no new users downloading.” 

Lu Tianci’s face was ashen. 

The hackers standing beside him looked at each other with their heads bowed, not daring to speak. 

Chapter 1184: Su Bei’s Time 

It was not their fault that they had hacked into Baby’s camera and her appearance appeared in front of 

everyone. They had only hacked it according to Lu Tianci’s request. 



Who knew that behind the filter was a female artiste with such strong appeal? 

No one could have expected things to develop to this point. 

What everyone did not expect was that Huo Zhong would suddenly appear and call her Sister Su Bei 

with a smitten voice. Then, he sold Lu Tianci out and increased the popularity of Watermelon Video and 

Watermelon Live instead. 

Lu Tianci was even angrier at these good-for-nothings! 

He made a long-distance call. “Huo Zhong, what’s wrong with you? You changed sides and helped Lu 

Weijian. Are you crazy?” 

“Lu Tianci, you’re the one who’s sick. It’s none of your business who I want to help.” 

“Huo Zhong, don’t forget that you promised to help me! You publicly expressed support for your 

competitor in the live-stream. Have you forgotten the contract and the high penalty fee?” 

“Lu Tianci, have you forgotten that I promised to help you without taking a single cent? Where’s the 

contract that states the penalty fee?” Huo Zhong scolded back. 

“…” 

“…” 

“…” Lu Tianci was reminded that he had indeed not signed a contract with Huo Zhong. 

He had only casually threatened him with the penalty fee and had completely forgotten that he was not 

bound to him. 

...... 

“Get Sheng Xiaotang and Jia Shiyun to arrange live broadcasts immediately. Before the team battle, get 

the traffic back.” Lu Tianci had no choice but to arrange it this way. 

Sheng Xiaotang and Jia Shiyun carefully prepared two live broadcasts under the company’s 

arrangements. The first round of broadcasts were to display their beauty, while the second round would 

see them selling their privacy. Jia Shiyun complained about how she had been suppressed and 

ostracized in the Imperial Star back then, and how she had almost been violated. 

Such a topic would definitely make it to the top of the trending searches at any other time. It would also 

attract the interest of countless onlookers and cause a huge discussion. 

The sort of topics that could stir up popularity and attract attention were all carefully considered by the 

company. 

Therefore, Jia Shiyun’s and Sheng Xiaotang’s live broadcasts would definitely arouse everyone’s interest. 

But as luck would have it, this was Su Bei’s era. 

Therefore, Jia Shiyun’s explosive topic was so explosive that she directly offended Lu Group. She would 

definitely not have any dealings with Lu Group in the future. She had only been on the trending searches 

for a while, but other than causing her own fans to feel heartache and concern, no one else cared. 



Because everyone’s attention was on tonight’s match. 

Usually, most of the Weibo users were women. Men did not get involved much and did not like to 

speak. They were also not as crazy as women when supporting their idols. 

At least, that was usually the case. 

But when men got involved, sometimes there was nothing that women could do about it. 

That was the case tonight. 

… 

On Weibo, the news of this single-player battle occupied a total of 15 spots on the trending search list. 

All of them were boosted by fans. 

#BabyIsSu Bei[laugh.jpg] 

#Quick-HandsTrash[Surprise.jpg] 

##BugsInLiveBroadcast[EatPopcorn.jpg] 

#TheExpertIsBrilliant[like.jpg] 

#Quick-HandsTrashInvitesSuBei[EatPopcorn.jpg] 

#Quick-HandsTrashAndSuBeiHaveAnAffair??[Questioning Face.jpg] 

Below every trending topic were comments by fans. Every comment section was filled with tens of 

thousands of comments. 

Chapter 1185: That’s Not It. Don’t Talk Nonsense 

Everyone was very interested in Su Bei. 

After watching tonight’s game, then watching the live-stream videos of other female artistes such as 

Sheng Xiaotang and Jia Shiyun pretending to play games, it was really like watching the World Cup 

championship and then watching the domestic league of a small country. Esports fans were no longer 

even the slightest bit attracted to the latter. 

Su Bei’s fans were also proud of her and posted the comments crazily. They couldn’t wait to promote 

their idol to the entire world. 

Lu Tianci looked at the hot search data and his apps’ data. His face darkened. 

Sheng Xiaotang and Jia Shiyun sat opposite him, their faces equally dark. They had worked so hard to 

prepare for the live broadcasts, but the effect was worse than Su Bei just showing her face? 

Jia Shiyun had it worse. This time, she had completely fallen out with Lu Group. The outcome of her 

actions, even after buying fake accounts, was that her news only trended for a short while. 

“How could Su Bei play games so well? Lu Weijian must have hired an expert behind the scenes and 

made Su Bei show her face at the critical moment.” Sheng Xiaotang had no doubt about it. 



However, this also meant that Lu Weijian’s public relations team had crushed Lu Tianci. 

Sheng Xiaotang only said this and stopped talking. 

Lu Tianci’s face darkened even more. 

… 

Because of Su Bei, not only did Lu Weijian not get sucked dry by Lu Tianci, but the few apps and various 

games under his name also became popular. 

Even if they spent tens of millions of yuan on publicity, it would not have as good of an effect as Su Bei’s 

appearance. 

...... 

Of course, Quick-Hands Trash had also contributed a lot to this result. 

Qiao Mei called Su Bei and asked, “Su Bei, is it really you?” 

“It’s not me. It’s someone else. I just accidentally showed my face.” Su Bei was unwilling to lie in front of 

Qiao Mei. If anything happened, she would still need Qiao Mei to deal with it. 

Qiao Mei heaved a sigh of relief. “Mr. Weijian didn’t even inform me about such a big plan? What if it 

had backfired? I’ll call him now!” 

Qiao Mei was usually very protective of her celebrities. She dared to directly refute her higherups too. 

She laughed. “I’ll give him the phone, then. You can talk to him.” 

Lu Weijian took the phone and accidentally pressed the speakerphone function. Qiao Mei’s righteous 

voice came from the other end of the line. “Mr. Weijian, Su Bei is our leading artist now. We have to be 

very serious and careful when planning out her career. I don’t object to you planning this to promote 

your apps, but can you communicate with us in advance? Or do you think Su Bei’s popularity can 

withstand your recklessness?” 

Lu Weijian was also a little afraid of Qiao Mei. He hurriedly said, “That’s not it. Don’t talk nonsense.” 

“It makes sense for you to bypass me for something like this, doesn’t it? You say that’s not it? Weren’t 

you the one who organized this game? Aren’t you the final beneficiary?” 

Lu Weijian was really afraid of her. “This was really an accident. The player is someone else. In the end, 

it was because of a bug in the software that Su Bei’s face was revealed. I really didn’t deliberately use 

her popularity.” 

“Even if that’s the case, should I let Su Bei continue to carry this title? What if people find out in the 

future?” 

Chapter 1186: You Must Ask Me Out! 

?? 

“No one will know, and that player will be happy to oblige.” 



Of course, Da Bao was happy to do it. He was young and didn’t care about such things. Besides, he 

would definitely agree to give all credit to Su Bei. He was Su Bei’s son. What would that superficial 

reputation mean to him? 

Qiao Mei really had a headache. “Alright, alright, I’m convinced.” 

“Doesn’t that mean that Sister Bei Bei is my lucky star? With her around, even bad things have to 

become good things. Can’t you see that even the expert named Quick-Hands Trash has acknowledged 

my Sister Bei Bei’s strength? You said that I planned all of this. Could I have planned for Quick-Hands 

Trash to get involved as well?” 

“Are you and Su Bei dating?” Qiao Mei keenly realized that they were too close. 

“We’re not. We’re not! Don’t talk nonsense!” Lu Weijian clarified. “We have the relationship of a 

brother and sister!” 

“Huh?” Qiao Mei thought for a while. Su Bei was clearly younger than Lu Weijian. 

“Sister Bei Bei is just my lucky star. Of course, Sister Qiao Mei, you’re also my lucky star. It’s all thanks to 

you. Otherwise, I wouldn’t be where I am today.” Lu Weijian was a sweet talker. 

Qiao Mei was too embarrassed to continue losing her temper. She could only say, “Alright, stop talking. 

Goodbye!” 

That was about it. Su Bei took on the identity of Baby, but she wouldn’t play games, so she wasn’t afraid 

of being exposed. 

... 

As for Lu Heting, he had been listening at the side. After a long time, he said unhurriedly, “Qiao Mei, this 

employee, is not bad.” 

“…” Lu Weijian was speechless. After listening for so long, all he heard was Qiao Mei defending Su Bei? 

… 

The last team battle that followed was JJ Team versus TG Team. 

No matter how much TG team advertised and how Sheng Xiaotang and Jia Shiyun tried to promote 

Coconut Video and Coconut Live, everyone’s response was surprisingly unanimous. [TG team is quite 

powerful. Xiaotang is also very beautiful! Coconut Video is not bad. 

[Even so, we all choose Watermelon Video and Watermelon Live!] 

Everyone didn’t hesitate to uninstall Coconut Video and chose Watermelon Video. 

Those who did not download Coconut Video at all directly chose Watermelon Video. 

And Su Bei did not do anything during this process. 

It could only be said that a lucky star was a lucky star. There was no need for her to do anything 

personally. The effects had already been maximized. 



Therefore, the outcome of the competition was not important at all. 

What was important was that in this battle, Lu Weijian had made a lot of money and Lu Tianci had to 

return in defeat. 

The illegitimate son instigated the first battle to snatch the family business, but he was defeated badly! 

… 

Su Bei gained millions of crazy male fans for no reason. 

Many people confessed to her in fancy ways every day. 

However, the one who confessed the most was still Quick-Hands Trash! 
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After the competition ended, he chose to play his personal games directly on Watermelon Video. 

Then, during the competition, he exclaimed, “Sister Su Bei, I’m here! I’ll definitely be stronger than 

before! You must ask me out for the next competition!” 

Everyone: “…” 

“…” 

“…” 

It was like seeing a top expert transform into a crazy fanboy. 

Because of this matter, Quick-Hands Trash had even been on the trending searches a few times. 

Facing Lu Heting’s deep gaze, Su Bei learned Lu Weijian’s denial strategy. “I don’t know him. I’ve never 

seen him before. They’re talking nonsense.” 

“Why don’t we…” Lu Heting’s gaze turned dark. 

Chapter 1187: Careless 

?? 

“Do you want to play games together?” This was the only thing Su Bei could think of. Since he kept 

inviting her to play games, Lu Heting was probably jealous, right? 

“If we can play in bed,” Lu Heting said. 

… 

After Old Master Lu saw the news, he couldn’t help but shake his head. “You’re not doing your job well!” 

Lu Weijian sat beside him and cringed. 

“Only physical industries can develop for a long time and bring long-term benefits to humans. These 

games, live broadcasts, and so on…” Old Master Lu shook his head. 



The leisurely life of humans was very important. If one did well in this industry, it would be very 

promising. It was not inferior to the physical economy at all. The leisurely needs of humans were as 

important as their material needs. 

Unfortunately, Lu Weijian only dared to think about these words in his heart. The older generation like 

Old Master Lu wouldn’t take this seriously. They only felt that physical business was worth investing in. 

“Did Su Bei really play that game?” Old Master Lu already had a grandson who liked to play games. He 

didn’t want to see another one in the family being obsessed with games. 

Therefore, he was very concerned about this. 

... 

“It was Da Bao,” Lu Weijian said honestly. 

Old Master Lu had never liked others playing games, but he couldn’t worsen the relationship between 

the Lu family and Su Bei, right? 

Old Master Lu was silent for a long time. When he thought of Da Bao, he was overjoyed. Then, he said, 

“Actually, playing games is quite good. It’s a balance between work and rest. It won’t be too tiring for 

him that way. If Da Bao likes to play games, let him play. Just make sure he doesn’t hurt his eyes.” 

“Grandpa, your double standards…” ‘Isn’t it too severe?’ 

“What double standards?” 
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“I mean, your watch is too beautiful. It’s simple and elegant. How can those other watches compare?” 

“Hehe, isn’t it? I’ve worn this watch for decades, but it still works with precision. This is a traditional 

Swiss product from back then. It was forged from the metal used in the American army. The 

craftsmanship of the German craftsman, Hans…” 

Lu Weijian sighed in his heart. ‘I’m indeed not his biological grandson.’ 

… 

After this incident, Su Bei’s popularity soared. She was offered many scripts and invited to variety shows 

and many acitvities. 

Previously, when she was filming the movie, she had rejected many activities. If she refused again, the 

profits of the entire company would obviously decrease. 

Hence, she asked Qiao Mei to accept some for her. 

Qiao Mei also knew that Su Bei was of high value now and did not need to cater to fans and some small 

brands. She tried to help her choose high-end activities. 

In this way, it would ensure that Su Bei would only take on suitable activities. She would also have time 

to go home to accompany Da Bao and Gun Gun. 



When they were resting at night, Lu Heting walked toward her and loosened his bow tie. He said gently, 

“I’m going to pick Mom up tomorrow.” 

“She can come back now?” 

“She turned herself in to cooperate with the investigation, but the police didn’t find much in the case 

that took place more than 20 years ago. Even if she wants to stay, the police can’t let her stay in the 

name of justice.” 

Su Bei thought about it and agreed. 

She said, “Then I’ll go with you to pick her up.” 

“You’ll accompany me?” Lu Heting didn’t want Su Bei to accompany him. He knew that Mrs. Lu and Su 

Bei didn’t have a good relationship. 

Therefore, he only wanted to inform Su Bei about this without the intention of asking her to do anything 

else. 

Chapter 1188: Magnanimous Look 

He put his hands on her shoulders. “You don’t have to come along. I’ll be fine.” 

He didn’t want Su Bei to feel aggrieved. 

“It doesn’t matter. I can go. I won’t feel aggrieved. I’ve thought about it. She’s your mother. It wasn’t 

easy for her to raise you to this age. If I were in her shoes, I might also find it difficult to live in peace for 

the rest of my life if my husband cheated on me and I had to raise my son alone.” 

This wasn’t her bowing her head to Mrs. Lu. She was just a woman thinking in Mrs. Lu’s place. 

She would also like to make her husband’s life a little smoother. She was unwilling to see him get caught 

in between his mother and his wife.” 

“Su Bei…” Lu Heting knew that she had always been magnanimous, but what she said and did still 

touched him deeply. 

“I can’t be as close to her as a pair of mother and daughter, but we can still live in harmony.” Su Bei 

smiled. 

Lu Heting pulled her into his arms. “Alright.” 

The next day was a rainy day with fine beads of raindrops falling. The weather was gloomy and chilly. 

Su Bei postponed her event and went to pick up Mrs. Lu with Lu Heting. 

Han Qingwan didn’t suffer during this period of time. With Lu Heting’s help, the police were just mainly 

looking for evidence and wouldn’t make things difficult for her. 

Now that the evidence was confirmed, she could leave. 

“Mrs. Lu, the Lu family will be here to pick you up soon.” A policewoman gave her a new set of clothes. 

...... 



“Thank you.” 

Han Qingwan had a determined personality. In her early years, she raised Lu Heting and Lu Weijian and 

supported Lu Group. She was not very affected by this matter. 

Only the memories in her mind tormented her. 

However, during the days she had been here, she had always been kind to others. Hence, she received 

positive feedback. The people here had treated her well. 

When she heard that the Lu family had come to pick her up, she guessed that the butler had arranged 

for a chauffeur to come over. 

Lu Weijian had forgiven her, but he hadn’t completely forgiven her, right? 

As for Lu Heting… He already had Su Bei. Han Qingwan had never counted on him. After all, back then, 

her attitude toward Su Bei was not very good either. 

Everything had its cause and effect. Mrs. Lu was clear about all this. 

She looked down at the rain on the ground and finally sighed softly. 

Someone was coming from afar. Han Qingwan did not look up, but she heard her son’s familiar voice. 

“Mom, let’s go home.” 

Han Qingwan looked up and saw Lu Heting and Su Bei standing side by side. They were holding a big 

black umbrella. 

Lu Heting handed another umbrella to her with his other hand. 

Han Qingwan was stunned for a moment. 

Lu Heting brought the umbrella over. Han Qingwan took it and opened it. 

She was already a little surprised that Lu Heting had come to pick her up. 

What surprised her even more was that Su Bei had come with him. 

Was Su Bei here to laugh at her? 

It was obvious that it was impossible that was the case. Su Bei clearly knew that she could go back. Mrs. 

Lu took another look. As Su Bei didn’t smile, she couldn’t read her emotions. Mrs. Lu could only see a 

magnanimous expression in her exceptionally black eyes. 

Han Qingwan stopped thinking about it and followed them into the car. 

They returned to the Lu family’s mansion in silence. Lu Heting and Su Bei stayed for a simple lunch 

before leaving. 

Han Qingwan recalled what had happened today and couldn’t help but feel touched. 

When she returned to her room, the nanny, who had been following her, helped her take off her coat. 

The nanny then said, “Madam, that young master is back.” 



Chapter 1189: Deciding A Person’s Nature 

  

   

  

“He’s back?” Han Qingwan felt a chill in her heart. 

  

“With his son, Lu Tianci. I heard that Tian Xin and Lu Tianqing will be back soon.” 

  

Han Qingwan couldn’t stand still. 

  

With the help of the nanny, she sat down on the bed. 

  

What had happened more than 20 years ago was still vivid in her mind. She had truly loved that man, 

which was why she chose him out of so many suitors and married into the Lu family. 

  

When she realized that her husband was disloyal, she couldn’t endure her anger like other women in 

other families. She couldn’t pretend that nothing had happened for the sake of the family’s harmony. 

  

She was sincere in hopes of receiving the other party’s sincerity as well, not for the sake of the 

superficial identity of Mrs. Lu and a husband to share with others. 

  

She refused to compromise, and things got worse. Lu Yaode’s heart had been given away to a lover who 

was used to serving him gently. The two of them finally broke off. 

  

All these years, Han Qingwan had raised her son alone. She also brought back Lu Yaolan’s son, who had 

encountered the same thing as her, and raised him as well. 

  

She thought that what had happened back then would no longer hurt her, but when she heard that the 

man had returned, her heart still ached. 

  



“You brought the son of another woman to snatch my son’s things?” Han Qingwan’s gaze quickly 

became firm. 

... 

  

Right now, she didn’t care about anything else. But if anyone wanted to touch her son’s things, then she 

shouldn’t be blamed for being rude! 

  

Han Qingwan flipped through the latest information and found that Lu Tianci had indeed started to take 

various actions against Lu Heting. 

  

However, seeing that Lu Tianci’s actions had been suppressed, she was a little relieved. As expected of 

her son. Even Lu Weijian was so capable that he could defeat Lu Tianci in seconds. 

  

When she saw that Su Bei was the one who had contributed the most for defeating Lu Tianci, she was a 

little moved. 

  

In the past, she had indeed never liked Su Bei. She had a physiological aversion to the industry that Su 

Bei was in. Back then, Lu Yaode had cheated on her with Tian Xin. That woman would smile at everyone 

she met, but behind the scenes, she would call up the mother and son to curse them. 

  

Han Qingwan was a strong-willed person. She had never told anyone about these hardships, but she had 

a deep prejudice against the women in that profession. 

  

Now, she pushed aside these prejudices and did not think that Su Bei was as annoying anymore. 

  

Perhaps her son was right. A profession was just a profession. It was no way of determining a person’s 

nature. 

  

Thinking of Da Bao and Gun Gun, Han Qingwan slowly calmed down. 

  

“Let’s move the pot of violets into the room,” she said to the nanny. 

  



The nanny froze. “That’s from the young madamâ€¦” 

  

When Su Bei came over, she specially bought the flowers that Han Qingwan liked. However, Han 

Qingwan had sent them to a corner. 

  

Han Qingwan thought it through and said, “Although I can’t be as close to her as a pair of mother and 

daughter, I can still treat her courteously, right?” 

  

The nanny had been in the Lu family for many years and knew that everyone in the Lu family was a good 

person. Mrs. Lu was just not good at expressing herself. Seeing that Han Qingwan had reconciled with Su 

Bei, she couldn’t wait to see the harmonious and quickly moved the pot of violets in. 

Chapter 1190: You Can Never Look Too Grand 

?? 

Lu Yaode did not take Lu Tianci’s failure to heart. 

“New industries change very quickly. Even if Lu Weijian has the lead now, he might not be able to 

maintain his success. It seems that the old man is still capable,” Lu Yaode said. 

From the bottom of his heart, he still believed that the old man was behind all of this. 

Lu Tianci also felt the same way. “If that female artist hadn’t interfered, I would’ve crushed Lu Weijian 

that day. Also, I didn’t expect Huo Zhong to change sides. He really caught me off guard.” 

“Let someone like Huo Zhong be. By the way, your sister will be back soon. Get ready.” Lu Yaode was 

overjoyed. 

Speaking of which, Lu Tianqing’s ability was even higher than Lu Tianci’s. 

In T Country, she was a famous socialite and a well-known actress. Although she couldn’t penetrate the 

market in S Country, she had a lot of influence in all of Southeast Asia. She also had a considerable 

reputation in countries like the United States. 

In particular, her husband was a member of the He Consortium, one of the eight largest financial groups 

in the United States. This made Lu Yaode and Lu Tianqing’s status rise as well. 

This not only made Lu Tianqing proud, but Lu Tianci also regarded this as an honor. 

Lu Yaode felt that such a daughter was completely like him back then. She could handle everything. 

Every time the name of his daughter was mentioned, he couldn’t help but blush. 

He could not be blamed for feeling so proud of his daughter. After all, he had never seen the true 

abilities of the son he abandoned. 

... 



After all, the last time he saw Lu Heting, Lu Heting was only three years old. His resentment toward him 

was written all over his face. 

In his heart, Lu Heting was still only three years old. How could he compare to his outstanding son and 

daughter? 

… 

“Dad, I’m back!” As soon as Lu Tianqing entered the villa, she strode into the living room. 
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Her entourage pushed her dozens of suitcases and quietly followed her. 

Her makeup was thick and exquisite. She was very beautiful. Her big eyes were seductive and could 

easily melt people’s hearts. 

Just like her mother, Tian Xin, she had learned how to be humble. She was very accommodating and 

tactful, so she was very popular outside. She was also Lu Yaode’s most beloved daughter. 

As soon as she saw Lu Yaode, she immediately went forward and held her father’s arm warmly. She 

smiled gently and said, “Dad, did you miss me? I really missed you to death.” 

“Why wouldn’t I miss you? It’s been a long time since you went to the States. Didn’t you think of coming 

back early?” 

“I’m back now, aren’t I? By the way, I have a banquet tomorrow night. Tianci will go with me.” 

Hearing her mention the banquet, Lu Tianci knew that it was definitely not a low-level banquet. Now, 

not only was Lu Tianqing a member of the Lu family, but she was also a member of the He Consortium. 

There was no lack of big shots who would invite her to attend banquets. 

“Sister, what banquet is it?” Lu Tianci asked. 

“In any case, you can never look too grand. All I can reveal to you is that, at the very least, even the first 

lady of the S Country will be present.” 

Lu Tianci hid his excitement. “Got it.” 

Lu Yaode was even more satisfied with his daughter. 

 


